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Abstract: Variable transmission ratio racks show great potential in rice transplanters as a key component of variable 

transmission ratio steering to balance steering portability and sensitivity.  The objective of this study was to develop a novel 

geometrical design method to achieve quick, high-quality modeling of the free curvilinear tooth profile of a variable 

transmission ratio rack.  First, a discrete envelope motion 3D model was established between the pinion-sector and the 

variable transmission ratio rack blank based on the mapping relationship between the rotation angle of the pinion-sector and the 

displacement of the rack, according to the variable transmission ratio function.  Based on the loop Boolean subtraction 

operation, which removed the pinion-sector from the rack blank during all moments of the discrete motion process, the final 

complex changing tooth shape of the variable transmission ratio rack was enveloped.  Then, since Boolean cutting residues 

made the variable ratio tooth surface fluctuant and eventually affected the precision of the model, this study proposed a 

modification method for establishing a smooth and continuous tooth profile.  First, a novel fitting algorithm used approximate 

variable ratio tooth profile points extracted from the Boolean cutting marks and generated a series of variable ratio tooth 

profiles by utilizing B-spline with different orders.  Next, based on a transmission stability simulation, the variable ratio tooth 

profile with optimal dynamic performance was selected as the final design.  Finally, tests contrasting the transmission stability 

of the machining samples of the initial variable ratio tooth profile and the final variable ratio tooth profile were conducted.  

The results indicated that the final variable ratio tooth profile is more effective than the initial variable ratio tooth profile.  

Therefore, the proposed variable ratio tooth profile modeling and modification method for eliminating Boolean cutting residues 

and improving surface accuracy is proved to be feasible. 
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1  Introduction

 

A steering system with a constant transmission ratio is unable 

to provide the comfortable steering ratio that rice transplanters need 
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in a paddy field with high moisture and low carrying capacity.  A 

variable ratio steering system should be applied in transplanters to 

ensure motion stability when driving in a straight line[1].  A 

variable ratio steering system makes transplanters respond quickly 

when starting a turn, and also reduces effort near the wheel turning 

limits[2].  

Variable ratio steering systems are divided into three 

categories at present, including the steer-by-wire system (SBW), 

the electronic controlled steering system (ECS) and the mechanical 

variable ratio steering system (MVRS).  The SBW is operated by 

the control unit, which can directly drive a steering motor to 

implement the change in the wheel turning angle; however, due to 

the lack of a mechanical connection, its safety needs to be 

improved[3].  The ECS has successfully integrated a mechanical 

steering system and a set of double planetary gear mechanisms 

driven by an electric motor to provide an additional wheel angle to 

regulate transmission ratio, so it is more practicable[4], but the extra 

gear mechanism increases manufacturing difficulty and energy 

consumption.  Both the SBW and the ESC use the steering motor 

to provide limited steering force, but the force is not sufficient to 

meet the steering requirements of rice transplanters under severe 
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working conditions.  The MVRS uses gears with variable ratio to 

achieve transmission ratio variation while retaining the original 

mechanical structure used by rice transplanters[5,6].  Therefore, the 

MVRS is appropriate for use in rice transplanters to deal with 

complicated and variable applied environments because of its low 

cost, high reliability and durability.  

Gears with variable ratio have been a general concern and a 

challenge from both a theoretical and a technological point of view.  

The most innovative solution is to break the linear profile of the 

rack.  For a continuous variable ratio, the rack requires a free 

curvilinear tooth profile, which is called the variable ratio tooth 

profile (VRTP)[7-10].  More specifically, it is an envelope surface 

generated by the involute tooth profile and moving according to a 

variable transmission ratio curve, so the involute gear and the 

enveloped rack constitute a novel gear pair with VRTP.  Unlike 

non-circular gears, which have a varied pitch radius but a uniform 

tooth thickness, the tooth thickness of the variable transmission 

ratio rack varies along the length to achieve variable ratio drive.  

Thus, the variable transmission ratio rack has a more complex tooth 

shape than non-circular gears[10].  

The novel gear pair with VRTP still follows conjugate 

meshing characteristics, so the design[11], modeling[12,13], 

analysis[14,15] and manufacturing[16,17] methods for traditional gears 

are also applicable.  Meshing theory has played a momentous role 

in gear geometry.  Litvin et al.[18-23] investigated the gear design, 

geometry analysis, manufacturing and processing of gear drive in 

depth and made significant progress in promoting the development 

of non-circular gears.  Liu et al.[24] presented an undulating face 

gear that can transmit varying angular velocities, and derived the 

equation for the tooth profile through geometry analysis.  

However, the research results found in the literature[7,25,26] indicated 

that a variety of shortcomings would result from using meshing 

theory to design VRTP: (1) when the coincidence degree is greater 

than 1, the solution of the meshing equation will not be unique; (2) 

the exact values of the boundary points of the addendum and 

dedendum cannot be obtained due to the complexity of VRTP 

boundary conditions; (3) the generated isoparametric meshing lines 

from the tooth surface representation are non-equidistant and the 

generated tooth profile points on the lines are unevenly distributed 

across the surface of the tooth, meaning that these points cannot be 

used to accurately obtain a solid model of VRTP.  

The CAD method, which obtains a solid model by simulating 

the process of gear manufacturing, has been developed as one type 

of advanced technology.  Mazak et al.[27] extended the 

manufacturing simulation based on planar penetration to generate 

the processes of bevel gears for the first time.  Using the principle 

of power skiving for the internal gear, Guo et al.[28] obtained an 

internal spur gear.  A Boolean subtraction operation method based 

on the envelope principle was proposed by Lin et al.[29] to obtain an 

accurate tooth profile for internal non-circular gears.  However, it 

is still a challenge to apply the CAD method to VRTP.  The 

problem comprises two main aspects: (1) the generated VRTP is 

not a continuous surface, and cannot be used directly for further 

studies, such as finite element analysis; and (2) accurate tooth 

profile points cannot be extracted from the generated VRTP, so the 

theoretical tooth profile cannot be obtained by fitting these points.  

Therefore, the primary problem for the next body of research is to 

establish an accurate solid model of VRTP.   

This study proposed an advanced CAD/CAE integration 

method to design VRTP, which was continuous and smooth.  The 

feasibility of the method was subsequently verified through a 

transmission stability test using the processed samples.  

2  Generation of initial rack with VRTP 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the variable ratio steering installed 

on rice transplanters consists of a screw-nut pair and a variable 

ratio rack and pinion-sector pair.  The transmission ratio of the 

screw-nut pair is constant, while the variable transmission ratio is 

obtained by means of a variable ratio rack and pinion-sector pair 

composed of an involute pinion-sector and a conjugated rack with 

VRTP.  VRTP is designed as the envelope surface of the involute 

pinion-sector tooth surface, per the constraints of a variable 

transmission ratio curve.  There are three generation processes to 

determine VRTP: (1) the involute pinion-sector is designed by 

CAD software; (2) the discrete motion relationship between the 

variable ratio rack and the pinion-sector is digitally expressed 

according to a variable transmission ratio function; and (3) VRTP 

is generated with the Boolean subtraction operation modeling 

method.   

 

Figure 1  Steering and variable ratio tooth profile 
 

2.1  Modeling of involute beveloid pinion-sector  

Compared to straight gears, beveloid gears have the advantages 

of large coincidence degree and stable transmission.  The involute 

beveloid pinion-sector reserving three teeth is designed as shown in 

Figure 2.  The cone angle δ of each tooth from the large end to the 

small end is 5°, as shown in Figure 2c, and the left tooth and the 

right tooth are symmetrical around the symmetry plane L of the 

middle tooth, as shown in Figures 2a and 2b.  The new design is 

created by artificially changing the positions of the involute starting 

points.  On the large end, the involute starting points of the left 

profile of the middle tooth, the right profile of the left tooth, and 

the left profile of the left tooth are denoted by A, B and C, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 2a.  Those distances to the plane 

L are AA′=8.99 mm, BB′=15.74 mm and CC′=27.42 mm, separately.  

Similarly, on the small end, the corresponding involute starting 

points are represented by a, b and c, and the corresponding 

distances are aa′=6.67 mm, bb′=17.68 mm and cc′=26.32 mm, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 2b.  Other parameters of the 

involute beveloid pinion-sector include the base circle rb, the 

addendum circle ra and the dedendum circle rf, and the 

corresponding values are rb = 30.16 mm, ra = 46.02 mm and rf =  

27.31 mm.  

 

        a. Large end             b. Small end          c. Cone angle 

Figure 2  Involute beveloid pinion-sector 
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2.2  Digital expression of variable transmission ratio curve 

The CAD modeling method based on the Boolean subtraction 

operation begins by digitally reproducing the discrete motion 

relationship between the variable ratio rack and the pinion-sector 

pair to simulate the enveloping movement.  The relationship 

between the displacement of the rack and the rotation angle of the 

involute beveloid pinion-sector can be reflected through the 

variable transmission ratio curve of the gears.   

The transmission ratio of a variable ratio rack and a 

pinion-sector pair is defined by the ratio of the line speed of the 

rack and the angular speed of the pinion-sector and can be written 

as Equation (1). 

ds
i

d
                      (1) 

where, s is the displacement of the rack, mm; and φ is the rotation 

angle of the pinion-sector, (°).   

At present, a universal variable transmission ratio function can 

be expressed as Equation (2), and the related curve is shown in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3  Variable ratio curve 
 

Equation (2) and Figure 3 show that the variable transmission 

ratio curve is segmented and symmetrical.  When the rotation 

angle φ(–φ1, φ1), the transmission ratio is a constant i1; when the 

rotation angle φ(–φ3, φ2]U[φ2, φ3), the transmission ratio is a 

constant i2.  The curves between i1 and i2 are the core for a 

variable transmission ratio curve when the rotation angle φ[–φ2, 

φ1]U[φ1, φ2].   

While the rotation angle of the pinion-sector changes from φ to 

φ+∆φ within the specified range, the rack is displaced a certain ∆s, 

which can be obtained by calculating the definite integral of the 

variable transmission ratio function in rotation angle interval 

[φ, φ+∆φ].  Combined with Equations (1) and (2), the discretized 

displacements of the rack can be digitally calculated as  
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where, ω=180°/(φ2–φ1).  The other symbols are explained in 

Equations (1) and (2).   

In this paper, a variable transmission ratio function is given as 

Equation (4), and the digital displacement of the rack is expressed 

as Equation (5).   
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2.3  Direct generation of initial rack with VRTP 

As illustrated in Figure 4a, using the involute beveloid 

pinion-sector obtained in Section 2.1, the virtual assembly model 

between a rack blank and the pinion-sector can be structured in 

CAD software.  The assembly angle δ is 5°.  

 

a. Assembly model                       b. φ = –47 deg            

 

c. φ = 0 deg                       d. φ = 47 deg 

Figure 4  Boolean subtraction modeling process for variable ratio 

tooth profile 
 

The macro-programming that can achieve the Boolean 

subtraction operation is adopted to establish a solid model of VRTP.  

First, the involute beveloid pinion-sector rotates around its own 

axis with a rotation angle increment ∆φ; the rack blank 

correspondingly creates a displacement ∆s.  Then the single 

Boolean subtraction operation is performed to remove the 

pinion-sector from the rack blank.  According to the digitized 

motion relationship between the variable ratio rack and the 

pinion-sector, the loop operation of the two steps above is 

implemented by removing the pinion-sector from the rack blank 

during all moments of the discrete motion process.  In addition, 

the three representative moments in the mashing motion of the 

variable ratio rack and the pinion-sector pair are shown in Figure 4, 

which are φ=–47°, φ=0° and φ=47°.  The initial rack is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5  Initial rack model with variable ratio tooth profile 
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Experiments have shown that the generated model of VRTP is 

satisfactory when the rotation angle increment of the pinion-sector 

is ∆φ = 1°-2°.  According to the result shown in Figure 5, since the 

continuous motion relationship can only be realized discretely by 

CAD software, the VRTP of the initial rack is a discontinuous 

surface comprising many Boolean cutting marks.  The cutting 

residue left on the VRTP between two adjacent cutting marks 

makes the tooth surface fluctuant and eventually affects the 

precision of the model.   

With the obtained VRTP, neither CAE nor CNC machining 

can be implemented flawlessly.  Thus, an advanced modification 

method is necessary to regenerate the tooth surface of the rack to 

eliminate cutting marks, obtain a continuous tooth profile and 

improve model accuracy.  The proposed approach used the 

following three steps.   

(1) The approximate VRTP points of the initial rack are 

extracted from the Boolean cutting marks.  Since the actual VRTP 

point qʹ is difficult to lock into position, the midpoint of each 

Boolean cutting mark on the end of the initial rack is selected as the 

approximate VRTP point q. 

(2) The fitting algorithm is studied to fit the approximate 

VRTP points based on the B-spline curves with different orders; 

then a series of modified racks with continuous VRTP is obtained.   

(3) Transmission stability simulations are carried out with 

these modified racks, and the rack with the best transmission 

stability is selected as the final VRTP design.  

3  Modification method based on B-spline curve 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the flow chart of the proposed 

modification method is shown in Figure 6 and is described in detail 

over three subsections.  

 

Figure 6  Flow chart of modification method 

3.1  Extraction of approximate tooth profile points 

It is hard to determine the exact locations of the tooth profile 

points of VRTP through the cutting marks, though these points are 

distributed along with the Boolean cutting marks of the initial rack.  

In this case, extracting the approximate tooth profile points is 

reasonable and feasible.  The extraction process mainly consists of 

two steps: (1) Select the midpoint of each Boolean cutting mark on 

the end of the initial rack; (2) Save the coordinate of the midpoint 

as the approximate location of the corresponding tooth profile point.  

After all Boolean cutting marks have been traversed, the 

approximate tooth profile points can be obtained.  The approximate 

tooth profile points can be recorded mathematically with Q 

Q={qi}, i[0, m]                 (6) 

where, qi denotes the element coordinate, and the total number of 

elements is m+1.  

3.2  Fitting algorithm of approximate tooth profile points 

The design theory of the B-spline curve is adopted to approach 

the approximate tooth profile points within a specified fitting 

accuracy because of the high advantage B-spline offers in 

representing free curves.  The B-spline curve can be formulated 

by  

,
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where, δ varying from 0 to 1 denotes the independent variable; λ 

(λ=3, 4, 5,···) is the function order, pi denotes an element of the 

control points P, and Ni,λ(δ) is the basic function of the B-spline.  

The total numbers of control points and basis functions are both 

n+1.  The expression of Ni,λ(δ) is  
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where, uj denotes the element of the node vectors U.  It is 

necessary to emphasize that the total number is always n+λ+2, that 

is, the subscript j varies from 0 to n+λ+1.   

The calculations of the node vectors U and the control points P 

can uniquely determine the formula of the λ-th B-spline curve.  

On the other hand, increasing the value of n that is, adding the 

quantities of the control points P and the node vectors U could 

improve the fitting accuracy.   

Based on the above analyses, a fitting algorithm, as shown in 

Figure 6, is proposed to achieve a quick fitting of the approximate 

tooth profile points extracted in this paper.  In this algorithm, the 

close loop consisting of the node insertion feedback and the 

calculation of the node vectors U and the control points P aims to 

maintain a high preset fitting accuracy.  In this close loop, the 

least square method is adopted to solve the control points P, and 

the maximum value of the distances between the approximate tooth 

profile points Q and the generated curve C(δ) is required to be 

lower than the preset accuracy ê , which is 0.03 mm.   

In addition, mathematical processing is very significant when 

performing this algorithm.  Based on the solution methods of the 

B-spline curve, core calculation formulas are shown in the 

following four points. 

(1) Calculation of distribution parameters  

The distribution parameters D are utilized to describe the 

density of the distribution of approximate tooth profile points.  

This is necessary for the calculations of the node vectors U and the 

control points P, and can be completely solved by Q.  The 

calculation of distribution parameters D is  

D={di}, i[0, m]                 (9) 

where  
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(2) Calculation of node vectors  

The node vectors U can reflect the scattered condition of the 

distribution parameters D, and every interval of the node vectors 

U  should contain at least one element of the distribution 

parameters D. The corresponding computational expression is  

{ },  [0, 1]iU u i n                  (11) 

where, 
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, and int(ζ) denotes the integer 

portion of ζ. 

(3) Calculation of control points  

The least squares method is utilized to solve the control points 

P, and the formula can be expressed as  
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Equation (13) can be transformed into 0f D    under the 

conditions of the function setting with 
1
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the existing solutions with q0=C(d0) and qm=C(dm).  The 

remaining control points P*, P*=[p1, p2, p3, …, pn-1], in vector form, 

can be solved by  
1[ ]TP N N R                   (14) 

where, the matrix (NT N) is always positive definite [30], and  
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where, 0, 0 0 ,( ) ( ) , [1, 1]i i i m nq N d p N d p i m         .  

(4) Judgment of fitting accuracy 

The maximum value emax of the distances between the 

approximate tooth profile points Q and the generated B-spline 

curve C(δ) should be lower than the preset accuracy ê .  The 

corresponding formula is 

max ˆe e                     (17) 

where, 

max max({min( ( ) ), [0,1]}, [0, ])ie q C i m         (18) 

3.3  Determination of final rack  

3.3.1  Application of fitting algorithm 

After extracting the approximate tooth profile points from  

Boolean cutting marks, the B-spline tooth profile curve that meets 

the preset accuracy ˆ 0.03e   mm can be obtained according to the 

fitting algorithm detailed in Section 3.2.  Then the continuous 

VRTP is generated by stretching the fitting curve along the width 

of the tooth in CAD software.  Starting from λ=3, the increment of 

λ is 1 (λ=3, 4, 5,···), and the corresponding fitting curves and 

several modified racks are generated.  Take the fifth-order 

B-spline fitting curve shown in Figure 7a, for example, and the 

corresponding modified rack shown in Figure 7b. 

 

a. Fifth order B-spline fitting curve            b. Modified rack 

Figure 7  Variable ratio tooth profile of the fifth order B-spline 

fitting curve 
 

3.3.2  Simulation and analysis of transmission stability 

Transmission stability, which can be estimated by transmission 

ratio and transmission acceleration, is considered a significant basis 

for verifying the validity of those variable transmission ratio rack 

models generated by the fitting curves of different orders.  

Therefore, transmission stability simulations are made by CAE 

software with the objective of finding the rack with the best 

transmission stability.  Based on the assembly relationship 

described in Section 2.3, the assembly models can be constructed.  

With the assembly models, the simulation models are obtained 

under the following conditions: the material is steel with the 

properties of Young’s modulus E=2.07×105 N/mm2; Poisson’s ratio 

is v = 0.29; a rack input speed is 2.5 mm/s; a torque of 200 Nm has 

been applied to the pinion-sector.  As an example, the simulation 

model is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8  Simulation model of transmission stability 
 

Four cases the initial VRTP obtained directly with the 

Boolean subtraction operation and the VRTPs modified by the 

B-spline curves of three different orders (λ=3, 4, 5, ···) are 

discussed.  The simulation results of the transmission ratio and 

transmission acceleration are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, 

respectively.  The transmission ratio error (maximum error, total 

error and average error) and transmission acceleration error 

(maximum error and average error), which are calculated by 

theoretical values and simulate values, are collected in Table 1 

and Table 2, respectively. 
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a. Initial variable ratio tooth profile  b. λ=3 

 

c. λ=4  d. λ=5 
 

Figure 9  Simulation results of transmission ratio  

 

a. Initial variable ratio tooth profile  b. λ=3 

 

c. λ=4  d. λ=5 
 

Figure 10  Simulation results of transmission acceleration 
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Table 1  Transmission ratio error 

Objects 

Indexes 

Maximum 

error/mm·(°)−1 

Maximum error 

percentage/% 

Average 

error/mm·(°)−1 

Initial 0.096 12.38 0.025 

λ=3 0.092 12.47 0.023 

λ=4 0.087 11.73 0.023 

λ=5 0.068 9.54 0.022 
 

Table 2  Transmission acceleration error 

Objects 
Indexes 

Maximum error/(°)·s−2 Average error/(°)·s−2 

Initial 28.117 6.606 

λ=3 26.176 6.278 

λ=4 24.686 4.977 

λ=5 22.807 4.894 
 

As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, the simulation curves of 

the transmission ratio and the transmission acceleration of all 

modified VRTPs are generally a better approximation of the 

theoretical curves than those of the initial VRTP.  For three 

different orders, the transmission stability simulation curves of the 

modified VRTP generated by the fifth order B-spline fitting curve 

have the smallest fluctuation level.  In terms of quantitative 

analysis, according to the transmission ratio error (maximum error, 

total error and average error) shown in Table 1 and the 

transmission acceleration error (maximum error and average error) 

shown in Table 2, all indexes of the modified VRTPs are smaller 

than those of the initial VRTP.  Meanwhile, these indexes confirm 

that transmission stability performs better as the order increases.  

However, as the order continues to increase (λ>5), the simulation 

found that transmission stability will not present a distinct 

improvement, compared to the results of the fifth order.  

Therefore, the modified VRTP fitted by the fifth order B-spline 

curve with optimal transmission stability is selected as the final 

VRTP based on the above analyses.  The results also illustrate the 

significant advantage of the modification method in overcoming 

the defects of Boolean subtraction modeling.  

4  Machining and testing 

4.1  CNC machining of variable ratio tooth profile  

To validate the proposed design method, both numerical 

simulation and experimental verification should be employed.  

The numerical analysis and discussion in Section 3.3.2 play the role 

of numerical simulation.  For now, based on computer-aided 

manufacturing (CAM) system, the final VRTP determined in 

Section 3.3.2 and the initial VRTP are manufactured virtually by 

end milling on universal three-axis milling machines, including 

rough machining, semi-finish and finish machining, as shown in 

Figure 11.  The machining parameters are shown in Table 3.  

After finishing the machining simulation and interference 

checking, the machining code for actual machining is entered into 

the three-axis CNC machine tool.  Then, the machining sample of 

the rack with the final VRTP and the corresponding involute 

beveloid pinion-sector are shown in Figure 12.   

4.2  Testing and analysis of transmission stability 

Two testing gear pairs are constructed: one comprises the rack 

with the initial VRTP and the pinion-sector, while the other 

comprises the rack with the final VRTP and the pinion-sector.  

They are applied separately to the same steering to compare 

transmission stability.  Per the introduction to Section 2, the tested 

steering consists of two-stage transmission pairs, and the 

transmission ratio of the screw-nut pair is is=24(°)/mm.  Thus, the 

transmission ratio of the variable ratio rack and the pinion-sector 

can be recalculated as  

/
z

s

i d d
i C

i dt dt

    
     

   
             (19) 

where, iz is the total transmission ratio of the variable ratio steering; 

β is the rotation angle of the input end, (°); φ is the rotation angle of 

the output end, (°).  
 

Tool path planning Simulation processing result

Roughing 

machining

Sime-finishing 

machining

Finishing 

machining

Figure 11  Simulation processing 

Table 3  Variable ratio tooth profile processing parameters 

Item Roughing Semi-finishing Finishing 

Machine type 3-axis milling 3-axis milling 3-axis milling 

Milling style Grooving roughing Contour shape Contour shape 

Milling tool and diameter 

/mm 
Flat end, 6 Ball end, 4 Ball end, 3 

Maximum Z-axis feed 

/mm 
1.50 1.00 0.75 

Residual height/mm 4 1 0 

Safe height/mm 20 20 20 

Spindle speed/r·min
−1

 2000 2500 3000 

Feed rate/mm·r
−1

 0.8 0.6 0.2 
 

 

  
a. Rack with variable ratio tooth profile b. Pinion-sector 

Figure 12  Samples of rack with variable ratio tooth profile and 

pinion-sector 
 

Driving device

Detecting device

Testing sample of variable ratio steering

 

Figure 13  Test-bed of transmission stability 
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The test-bed is shown in Figure 13, and mainly includes the 

driving device of the steering input end and the detecting device of 

the steering output end.  The testing is carried out under the 

following conditions: rotation speed of the input end is vs=10 r/min; 

a torque of 200 Nm has been applied to the output end.  Within a 

steering stroke, the instantaneous angle and the instantaneous 

acceleration of the output end are directly measured by an angle 

encoder and an angular acceleration sensor.  Then the 

instantaneous angular velocity values of the output end are derived 

from the instantaneous angle values.  Finally, the testing 

transmission ratio of the variable ratio rack and the pinion-sector 

pair can be obtained according to Equation (19). 
 

 

a. Initial variable ratio tooth profile  b. Final variable ratio tooth profile 
 

Figure 14  Testing results of transmission ratio 

 

a. Initial variable ratio tooth profile  b. Final variable ratio tooth profile 
 

Figure 15  Testing results of transmission acceleration 
 

The testing curves of the transmission ratio for the initial 

VRTP and the final VRTP are shown in Figure 14, and the testing 

curves of the transmission acceleration are shown in Figure 15.  

The fluctuation level of these curves testifies that the transmission 

stability of the final VRTP is better than that of the initial VRTP.  

After calculating the theoretical values and the testing values for 

the initial VRTP, the results of the transmission ratio error show 

that the maximum error is 0.14 mm/deg, the average error is   

0.03 mm/deg, and the maximum error percentage is 17.61%.  The 

results of the transmission acceleration error show that the 

maximum error is 30.41(°)/s2, and the average error is 8.76(°)/s2.  

For the final VRTP, the results of the transmission ratio error show 

that the maximum error is 0.09 mm/deg, the average error is   

0.02 mm/deg, and the maximum error percentage is 12.66%.  The 

results of the transmission acceleration error show that the 

maximum error is 29.30(°)/s2, and the average error is 6.48 deg/s2.  

The above results indicate that the modification method for 

improving the transmission stability of VRTP is feasible.  

5  Conclusions 

(1) Based on the Boolean subtraction operation, a solid 

modeling method for variable ratio tooth profiles is proposed.  

The initial steering rack with a discontinuous variable ratio tooth 

surface is generated directly, according to the discrete envelope 

motion relationship.  

(2) A novel fitting algorithm is proposed to generate a 

continuous and smooth variable ratio tooth profile by using the 

B-spline curve to fit the approximate tooth profile points.  

Transmission stability simulations are conducted for the initial 

tooth profile obtained directly with the Boolean subtraction 

operation and the modified tooth profiles generated by B-spline 

curves of different orders.  The results show that all of the 

modified tooth profiles are better than the initial tooth profile in 

transmission stability, and the variable ratio tooth profile with 

optimal transmission stability is selected as the final design.   

(3) The transmission ratio and the transmission acceleration for 

the machining samples of the initial tooth profile and the final tooth 

profile are obtained by testing.  The results indicate that the 

sample of the final variable ratio tooth profile is more effective 

than the sample of the initial variable ratio tooth profile.  

Furthermore, the testing shows that the modification method 

proposed in this paper is feasible. 
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